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Free Project
Terry Elgood writes: “A acquaintance of 
mine, was building the same aircraft as I 
built (GREX), but failed to progress.  He 
now wants to be rid of it and is  offer-
ing it up for free. It has a almost com-
plete wood fuselage and one wing is 
spars with ribs on and some geodetics 
in place. Ribs for   the second wing have 
been built too.
“Since you are all men in the know on 
all things flying, I thought   you might 
know of someone looking to get into 
aviation on the cheap”.

If anyone’s interested the fellow’s name 
is Jeff Livesly, he lives in  Chilliwack and 
can be reached at 604-799-3286.

Roadable Aircraft Design Study
If anyone wants to discuss ideas on this, 
give George a call. I’m considering the 
construction of a flying RC model to 
validate design and systems. Imput is 
welcome. Email gregdesign@telus.net

2014 Chapter Fly-In
Don’t forget the upcoming Chap-

ter Fly-in on June 28. Help is always 
needed - especially for the set up the day 
before. Contact President John if you’re 
able to help out.

The Turn and Bank is a Publication of Chap-
ter 85 of the Recreational Aircraft Asso-
ciation of Canada. We are located at Delta 
Heritage Air Park 4103 104 St, Delta, BC 
V4K 3N3.
Design and printing by George Gregory.
Any suggestions, pictures or newlsetter con-
tributions can be emailed to George Gregory 
at george@sidekickgraphics.com

News and Stuff

Spring seemed to come slowly this year. It has been cold and 
the snow is still on the mountains. I was able to do some spring 
skiing. Finally, a reprieve, this week the sun came out. I might get 
some flying in.

We were expecting the Turbi to disappear early May. The pur-
chaser from Manitoba was to arrive in the first week of May but got 
delayed in a snow storm in Calgary and had to return to Winnipeg. 
We expect to see him shortly and will help with the dismantling 
and disposal of the aircraft. Volunteers needed.

In the meantime our aircraft committee is actively searching for 
a new one. In order to make this project viable a financing plan for 
aircraft operation has to be developed. The committee concluded 
that it would require that 10-13 members sign up ahead of time and 
commit 450 dollars up front to finance the operation of the aircraft. 
We would then “rent” the aircraft out to members for 90 dollars 
an hour and the member would pay for his own gasoline at the 
end of each flight. The flying time component would be deducted 
from the deposit. It’s essential that the flying group be established 
before the chapter buys an aircraft to make sure we can operate the 
aircraft in the black. We have put aside about $30,000.00 dollars for 
the purchase and will likely settle for a certified aircraft such as a 
Cessna 150. The aircraft survey recently conducted by Dave Rose 
indicated that 18 members out of 23 were in favor of purchasing a 
chapter aircraft. Twelve members were willing to purchase block 
time. We are looking for those twelve members to come forward 
now and sign on the dotted line. 

In April Chapter 85 provided the pancake breakfast for about 
65 patrons. The team consisted of Peter Whittaker, Terry Johnston, 
Dave Rose and his daughter, Bruce Prior, Gerard van Dijk and 
John Macready. Heidi Bekker purchased the supplies and John and 
Heidi prepared the pancake mix the day before. All participants 
had a fun time and most patrons seemed to appreciate the fine cui-
sine. See the picture of the breakfast team attached.

We have had several good presentations. In March Paul Harris 
from the Pacific Flying Club came to speak about Flight Safety pro-
cedures. At the April Meeting, Ray Maxwell an aerobatic glider 
instructor from Vancouver Soaring Association came to discuss the 

world of motor less flight. Ray described the differences in aero-
batic performance between in gliders and powered aircraft. In May, 
David Marsden presented a talk on the design of his Skylark with 
suitable overheads and home movies to boot. It is a pleasure to have 
Dave Marsden as a member of our chapter. He is an inspirational 
leader in the design and construction of experimental aircraft. 
David is continuing with the construction of the DOVA Skylark 
and has passed his first big challenge, namely the first inspection. 
We will continue to follow his progress. Good luck Dave!

On a similar note, the June meeting will be held at the BCIT 
Aerospace Facility at Vancouver Airport. Our chapter members 
will be given the tour of the facility. Members will be asked to meet 
at the facility at about 18:00 Hours for the tour. Afterwards we will 
conduct the remainder of the meeting in the clubhouse at Delta. 

There will be a cleanup day at Delta Air Park on Saturday May 
24. All RAA members are invited to help and DAPCOM is provid-
ing lunch. See Ginny Ivanicki or Gerald Ohm for details.

Our annual Delta Fly In will be held on Saturday June 28. We 
have most of the section leaders in place but will need some vol-
unteers for the set up on the day before. A pancake breakfast starts 
at 09:00. A free BBQ lunch is provided for all visitors arriving by 
air.  We will provide some space for exhibitors. The Old Engine 
Club and The Old English Car Club will be invited to attend as in 
previous years.  

President’s Report
John J. Macready / March - April 2014

The Chapter Breakfast Team: Dave Rose, Peter Whittaker, Terry Johnston and Bruce Prior. 

Gerard Van Dijk, John Macready, Heidi Bekker are missing.

Here’s some pictures of the 150 we are evaluating at Pitt Meadows. 

 The logs suggest it has been in Canada since it was almost new,  in the Edmonton/
Red Deer area or in B.C. The aircraft has a low time engine and prop.  There probably 
was some damage history when the plane was nearly new, around 1980.  The earliest 
airframe log is not available but I did find a reference to repairs in the early journey 
log, it could have been as simple as a prop strike but we will never know for sure.  

The airframe and cowl are in very good condition with no evidence of any major cor-
rosion or damage, the fire wall looks good, no wrinkles or cracks,  I inspected inside 
each wing and they look good, no visible sign of repair, damage or serious corrosion. 

 Most Cessna 150’s have spent time as trainers and this one is no exception.  C-GFZJ 
spent some time in Edmonton with Centennial Flying Service, it them went through 
a variety of owners, both private and commercial, always in Alberta or B.C.  The 
present owner is Aubrey Hardie, he has owned GFZJ for several years.  Airframe 
hours are approximately 5400TT.

 This is a good aircraft and worthy of our serious consideration as a replacement for 
the Turbi.
                               Dave Rose

Chapter Considers Turbi Replacement



RECREATIONAL AIRCRAFT 
ASSOCIATION CANADA 

Vancouver Chapter 85 General Meeting 
Tuesday 1st April 2014 

Preliminary 
Attendance: 18 members attended. Execu-
tive Committee members attending: Heidi 
Bekker, Tom Boulanger, John de Visser, 
George Gregory, Cyril Henderson, David 
Marsden, Hugo Regier, Dave Rose, Peter 
Whittaker. 
Call to Order: At 19:30 by Vice President 
Peter Whittaker. 
Minutes: Motion: Hugo Regier and John de 
Visser motioned that the Minutes of the 4th 
of March 2014 General Meeting be adopted. 
Carried. 
Visitors: Perry – Trained years ago at Lang-
ley Flying School and is currently trying to 
build a 701. 
Albert Backert – Work colleague of Eric 
Muntzer 
Communications: A BCIT Bursary was 
awarded in Memory of Don Souter and BCIT 
is providing the chapter with the opportu-
nity for a facility visit. John contacted the 
recipient of the Bursary and sent an invite 
to attend an RAA meeting. Lots of interest 
was expressed in taking a tour of the BCIT 
facility. 
Tonight’s Program: Ray Maxwell, an 
aerobatic gliding instructor provides an 
introduction to the world of flying without 
an engine. Ray discussed the differences of 
overall flight and conducting aerobatics in a 
glider versus a power plane. Ray went over 
the requirements on how to obtain a glider 
license. Heidi introduced Ray to the mem-
bers and thanked him after the presentation. 
Financial Report: Tom Boulanger reported 
that to date, we have $43,400 bank, $14,700 
in income, and $9000 in expenses. 
Old Business: 
Turbi Sale: Dave Rose confirmed that a 
deposit has now been made toward the 

purchase of the Turbi. The deposit was 
made by a chapter member in Brandon, 
Manitoba. At present time, the plan is for the 
Turbi to be taken apart and trailered back 
to Brandon, when the weather improves. 
The purchaser plans to pick up the aircraft 
in April. 
Results of chapter Airplane Survey: Dave 
Rose reported that 23 people responded to 
the survey and noted a summary of prefer-
ences; 18 positive for purchasing a club 
aircraft, 16 expressed interested in flying 
the aircraft, 12 willing to buy block time, 
and 17 members willing to volunteer a day 
to maintain aircraft. 4 members preferred 
a tailwheel aircraft, 2 preferred nosewheel, 
while 12 had no preference. For the registra-
tion category – 5 for owner maintenance, 6 
for amateur built, and 7 expressed no pref-
erence. 8 members were for an aircraft in 
the $25000 range, while 6 were for $30000, 
and 4 at $20000. Dave Rose confirmed 
that we are leaning to Owner maintenance 
category as amateur built could be more 
costly. Peter Sleeman mentioned a C150 for 
sale at a club in Sechelt in the $21000-25000 
and is a 1974 aerobat. Dave Rose advised 
he had found aC150 in Kamloops, but it was 
taken apart. 
Review of Annual Awards Banquet winners 
and distribution of remaining awards: Peter 
Whittaker announced all the winners from 
the Annual Awards Banquet. 
New Business: 
Call for Creation of Flying Group: Dave Rose 
Annual Delta Air Park Fly In June 28: Volun-
teers are still needed for the following; Pan-
cake breakfast, aircraft and car parking, fly 
in registration, tent setup, display, answer-
ing questions, etc. 
Committee Reports 
Membership: Dave Marsden announced that 
a membership list was sent out to the RAA 
National for a status report. 
Hangar and Workshop: John is trying to see 

when the workshop will become available. 
Dave Marsden is looking for a new work-
shop for his aircraft. John also announced 
that 2 people have signed up for tie downs, 
and no more tie downs are available at this 
time. 
Custodian: Hugo announced that a new 
vacuum has been purchased for chapter 
use. 
Vice-President: Peter Whittaker announced 
all the winners from the Annual Awards 
Banquet. 
DapCom: Tom reported that we will be 
cutting down the trees near threshold of 
runway in the first part of April. Number 3 
hangar project is in the works. Tom advised 
that a management meeting coming up 
where there will be project plan presented 
for the year and and they will be provided 
with an operational budget. Also upcoming 
events will be announced. 
RAAC National: Dave Marsden had nothing 
further to report. 
Newsletter: George Gregory announced 
that the newsletter is now available. George 
encourages the members to provide new 
material for publications. 
Programs: May programs: Dave Marsden is 
to speak about the Skylark Design 
COPA 5: Gary Peare announced a Copa 
for kids event being held on May 10th at 
Boundaryt Bay Airport, on April 24th there 
will be an Ipod and android info session 
held at the Delta clubhouse. There is also an 
annual fly in on June 21st in Langley. 
Announcements 
April Pancake Breakfast April 13, 2014 - Vol-
unteers are still needed 
April, 5: BC Aerobatic Club Meeting on Sat-
urday at 17:00 hours. Guests are welcome. 
Eleanor Spence – Happy 90th birthday! 
Adjournment: Peter Sleeman and Bob 
Lalonde made the motion to adjourn. 

CHAPTER 85 FLYING GROUP
Chapter 85 is considering the purchase of a Cessna 150. This aircraft 
is a replacement for the Turbi and is intended for the use of Chapter 
members who are interested in finding a low cost alternative to 
renting.  
Before we complete the purchase of this aircraft we need to have a 
firm commitment from those members who would be interested in 
joining a flying group.  This is a similar arrangement to what was in 
place with the Turbi in the last year of its operation.
We are looking for an upfront commitment of $450 per pilot. We 

anticipate the wet operating cost of the Cessna 150 to be about $90.00 
per hour.  The $450 use it or lose it” pre- payment would give each 
pilot 5 hours of airtime.  The pilot would be required to replace the fuel 
used after each flight.  We feel that the Cessna 150 would be a good 
reliable long term aircraft for the chapter but the purchase cannot go 
ahead if there is insufficient participation from the members.
Now is the time for those members of Chapter 85 who are interested 
in joining this group to come forward.  
To add your name to the list please contact our Aircraft Chairman, 
Dave Rose at: (604) 434-1421 or dave_rose@telus.net

Some of you may recall that a couple of years ago I wrote an 
article hypothesizing that there is no reason not to expect auto 
engines to have adequate durability when used in an airplane 
(WC RVator, April, 1998).  I based my hypothesis on an analy-
sis of cylinder pressures, piston speeds, and piston accelerations 
in a Chevy 4.3 compared to a Lycoming O-320 and O-360.  My 
belief is vindicated by this quote from a Chrysler engineer about 
the test cycle used in the development of their truck V10 engine 
for use in the Viper sports car (reproduced from Contact! maga-
zine).  The test cycle he describes is much more severe than the 
certification requirements for aircraft piston engines.   “We use an 
[sic] unique 500 hour endurance cycle.  The traditional Chrysler 
endurance cycle for trucks had been 800 hours.  To shorten our 
program timing, we discarded all of the specified light duty and 

idle test modes and got it down to a 500 hour cycle.  It’s pretty 
much a WOT test between peak torque and peak power with a 
little bit of light load in between.  We set our targets at passing 
three 500-hour durability tests, a general 500 hour test, an ECE 
test, which is a European emissions certification procedure and a 
100 hour test traditionally done for the exhaust manifold durabil-
ity.  Engines must pass a minimum of those tests.”

To put this in perspective, remember that a Lycoming pro-
duces rated power at peak torque.  So when an auto engine is 
tested at peak power (which is above peak torque), it is actually 
being run at loads beyond what a Lycoming ever sees, either 
in testing or in use.  Almost the entire Chrysler test was run at 
loads greater than what the aircraft industry would call full rated 
power.  And all of the test was at loads at least equal to “full 
rated power.”  Furthermore, the FAA certification requirement 
is for a 100 hour test at rated power.  So the Chrysler test is also 
five times as long as is required for certification.  I think this test 
shows that auto engines are extremely durable, and easily capa-
ble of handling the loads they would be exposed to in a typical 
aircraft installation.

The slider canopy skirt on Van’s RV’s can 
be difficult to get to fit tight especially the 
lower rear corners. I have shown this method to 
several builders, the results are terrific. Follow 
the manual except for a few refinements along 
the way that improve the fit: 

1/ Be sure you do not have the bubble too 
far forward on the frame, the bubble curves up 
at the rear making the skirt follow, it will not 
lay flat on the rear deck. 

2/ I made the skirt out of one piece on each 
side. Make a pattern out of mylar or heavy trac-
ing paper. The pattern may be slightly different 
on each side depending on how the frame fits. 

3/ Drill the mounting holes through the 
bubble into the rear arch frame using a #40 
drill sharpened to cut plastic. DRILL RIGHT 
THROUGH THE FRAME. Be sure you are 
drilling square to the surface, cleco as you go 
starting at the center tube, working both ways. 

4/ Cut out the skirt metal leaving a half 
inch extra front and back (wider) on the piece 
that lays over the rear of the bubble, the sides 
are cut to final shape. 

5/ Place the skirt in position only drill and 
cleco the sides 

6/ Lay the rear skirt panels down on the 
bubble, tape in place, mark the center line on 

both, cut to fit edge to edge with a 1/8”overlap. 
7/ Now the magic trick, cut a hose clamp 

so that it is left with a tab on the drive part and 
a tab on the moving part, it should be about 
two inches long, reasonably flat. 

8/ Drill the hose clamp tabs so that a pop 
rivet can be used to mount it to each half of 
the skirt 

9/ Mark the skirt where the little slider 
cap goes. On the skirt, mark a line side to side 
on each half, halfway front to back, place the 
hose clamp in position on the side to side line 
and mark where to drill the two pop rivet holes 
they should be covered later by the slider cap. 

The pop rivet holes should be about an inch 
ahead of the rear deck skin and behind the 
plastic bubble. 

10/ This is what tightens up the lower rear 
corners, pop rivet the hose clamp in place, 
tighten it so that one side skirt pulls gently 
against the other just snug don’t over do it. 
Now push the hose clamp with the skirt for-
ward about half an inch or so, it will suck in the 
lower rear corners. Pat the skirt with your hand 
flat to make it go into a rest position, tighten 
the clamp if you need to. 

11/ Tape the rear skirt in position so it 
doesn’t creep back, go inside through the front 
windshield hole and back drill #40 through 
the frame through the skirt, get your helper to 
install the 3/32" clecos as you go. 

12/ On the outside now, drill #30 (plas-
tic cutting drill) through the skirt, bubble and 
frame (just the near side of the tube) cleco as 
you go starting at the center and working both 
ways at the same time towards the bottom. 

13/ Carry on with the manual for trim-
ming, riveting etc. 

14/ One final note, you will need a good 
solid handle on the center tube to heave the 
canopy open. A 1/4” bent rod drawer handle 
with AN3 bolts through the rear end of the 
center tube works well. The results of doing 
it this way are worth the extra effort. I hope 
I didn’t leave anything out, I built my RV9 a 
few years ago. 

More on Auto Engine 
Endurance
Tedd McHenry

Canopy Tips 
for RV Builders
Terry Elgood, Chapter 85


